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Abstract

We consider Wong equations for a particle with a continuous mass

spectrum in a random Yang-Mills field approximating the quantum field

at finite temperature. We show that particle time evolution can be ap-

proximated by a relativistic diffusion. Kubo’s generator of the relativistic

diffusion is defined as an expectation value of the square of the Liouville

operator.

1 Introduction

The diffusion approximation is well-known in non-relativistic physics [1]. It
has been applied in a description of the quark-gluon plasma and in heavy ion
collisions [2][3][4][5]. If QCD is considered as the fundamental theory of strong
interactions then the diffusion should result from the QCD transport theory
[6][7][8]. The form of the diffusion operator can in principle be determined on
the basis of the Boltzmann kinetic equation after a calculation of the scattering
amplitude [3][9]. A semi-classical approach to the transport theory based on
the Wong equation [10] ( derived from quantum dynamics in [11][12][13]) leads
to an analog of the Vlasov equation [6][7] [13][14]. Quantized gauge fields in
the Vlasov equation have been discussed in [15][16][17]. These authors have
shown that quark’s time evolution in a quantum gauge field leads to a diffusion
of momentum and color. However, the generator of the diffusion has not been
defined in an unambiguous way ( the coefficients of the diffusion equation are
undetermined and the relativistic invariance remains obscure). It is well-known
[18][19] that the Vlasov equation describing a tracer particle moving in plasma in
a random electromagnetic field produced by a chaotic motion of other particles
can be approximated by a diffusion equation. The generator of the diffusion has
been calculated in [18][19]. A detailed discussion of the diffusion approximation
to a random non-relativistic dynamics can be found in [20][21] and [22].
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There is no consensus on the relativistic form of the diffusion (see the reviews
in [23][24]). A relativistic diffusion in the configuration space does not exist
[25][26]. If we assume that the diffusing particle has a fixed mass then an
analog of the Kramers diffusion (in momentum space) is uniquely defined by
its generator being the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the mass-shell as shown
by Schay [27] and Dudley [28] (for further developments in this approach see
[29][30]). There are some other suggestions for a definition of the relativistic
diffusion without the assumption that the diffusion takes place on the mass-
shell [23][24][31].

In this paper we start from the basic principles of quantum gauge theory at
finite temperature. We assume the gauge and Lorentz covariance in the most
general form. It is known that the thermodynamic equilibrium is defined in
the rest frame. Then, if the finite temperature theory is Lorentz covariant then
it can be transformed to an arbitrary Lorentz frame described by a unit time-
like four-vector wµ. We consider the two-point function of gauge covariant field
strength [32][33] F̂µν(x). We show that the generator of the diffusion of momen-

tum depends only on the form of the two-point function of F̂µν at coinciding
points. The diffusion tensor can be related to the energy-momentum tensor of
gluons in the thermal state. We do not assume that the particles (quarks) are
on the mass-shell as we did in the case of (zero-temperature) QED in [34]. Only
free stable particles satisfy the mass-shell condition. Relaxing this condition al-
lows an explicit use of the Lorentz covariance ( four independent components of
the momentum;the transport theory for particles with a continuous mass spec-
trum has been discussed also in ref.[35]). In this paper we extend the covariant
calculation of the diffusion in momentum space derived for QED at finite tem-
perature in [36] to QCD. For this purpose we apply the Wong approximation
for quark dynamics in QCD. The plan of the paper is the following. In sec.2
we formulate the Wong equation in the random field. In sec.3 we calculate the
expectation value of the random evolution (the square of the Liouville opera-
tor) which determines the diffusion generator. We discuss the resulting diffusion
equation and its applications.

2 Kinetic equation of Wong dynamics in a Yang-

Mills field

We consider a classical approximation to quantum gauge theory when quark
evolution is described by classical trajectories and gluons are approximated by
classical Yang-Mills fields. Such an approximation can be justified in the regime
of low external momenta and high temperature. In this regime the approxima-
tion leads to the Wong equation [10] which can be derived from QCD quantum
dynamics [11][12][14].

In Wong dynamics we have an extended phase space: a product P × Rn
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of the usual phase space P of position and momenta (x(τ), p(τ)) and the color
described by n coordinates Qa. The evolution parameter τ is chosen as propor-
tional to the proper time. The dynamics of a particle in a Yang-Mills field Aa

µ

is described by the equations [10]

√

p2
dxµ

dτ
= pµ, (1)

√

p2
dpµ

dτ
= QaF

a
µνp

ν , (2)

dQa

dτ
= −fabcpµAb

µQc, (3)

where µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 and fabc are the structure constants of the color group G. It
follows from eq.(3) that

d

dτ
Q2 ≡ d

dτ
(QaQa) = 0 (4)

and from eq.(2)
d

dτ
p2 ≡ d

dτ
(ηµνpµpν) = 0, (5)

where ηµν = (1,−1,−1,−1). From eqs.(1) and (5) it follows that

dτ2 = dxµdxµp
−2. (6)

Hence, dτ is c
√

p−2 times the proper time dt
√

1− c−2(dx
dt
)2 where x0 = ct ( we

set c = 1 from now on for convenience).
It will be useful to work with a matrix notation. Let Ta be a representation

of the algebra of the group G

[Ta, Tb] = fabcTc

normalized by Tr(TaTb) = −δab. We define Q = QaTa and Aµ = TaA
a
µ. Let

Ap = pµAµ then eq.(3) can be expressed as

dQ

dτ
= −[Ap,Q]

It has a solution
Qτ = UτQ0U

−1
τ (7)

where Uτ ∈ G solves the equation

dUτ = −pAUτ
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Eq.(7) is realizing the sphere (4) as an orbit of the adjoint representation of G.
We shall denote the invariant measure on the sphere Q2 ≡ TrQ2 by dQ (we use
capital Latin letters to denote the points on the sphere).

The kinetic theory of classical particles begins with a distribution Kτ of
trajectories (x(τ, y, q,Q), p(τ, y, q,Q), R(τ, y, q,Q)) starting from (y, q,Q) in the
phase space

Kτ (x, p, S; y, q,Q)
= δ(x− x(τ, y, q,Q))δ(p− p(τ, y, q,Q))δ(S −R(τ, y, q,Q)).

(8)

We can consider more general distributions of trajectories Φτ by spreading the
initial points in the phase space with a certain probability distribution Φ

Φτ (x, p,R) =

∫

Kτ (x, p,R; y, q,Q)Φ(y, q,Q)dydqdQ, (9)

( by dy or dq we denote an integral over R4). Kτ as well as Φτ satisfy the
differential equation

d
dτ
Φτ ≡ L+Φτ = − 1√

p2
(pµ ∂Φτ

∂xµ + Fµνpν
∂Φτ

∂pµ + fabcRap
µAb

µ
∂Φτ

∂Rc
). (10)

Kτ solves eq.(10) with the initial condition δ(x − y)δ(p − q)δ(S − Q) and
Φτ (x, p,R) with the initial condition Φ(x, p,Q) . In eq.(10) we assumed that
p0 is an independent variable. Keeping the four-momentum off the mass shell
allows to preserve explicit Lorentz invariance. The off-shell formulation appears
in the Wigner function approach to quantum theories [9][8][35] (the mass-shell
projection is performed as an additional step).

The density of trajectories Ω in the laboratory time x0 can be expressed by
Φτ [9]

Ω(x, p,R) =

∫

dτΦτ (x, p,R). (11)

It satisfies the transport equation

L+Ω = 0. (12)

In the Liouville approach to the classical statistical mechanics we consider func-
tions W on the phase space as observables. We may define the expectation value
Φτ (W ) of W in the state Φτ as

Φτ (W ) = (Φτ ,W ) =
∫

dxdpdQσ(p)Φτ (x, p,Q)W (x, p,Q) ≡ (Φ,Wτ )
=

∫

dydqdQσ(q)Φ(y, q,Q)W (x(τ, y, q,Q), p(τ, y, q,Q), R(τ, y, , p,Q)).
(13)

Here, σ(p) is a mass distribution depending on p2. In order to fix the mass
we let σ(p) → δ(p2 − m2). The semigroup (TτW )(y, q, P ) ≡ Wτ (y, q, P ) =
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W (x(τ, y, q, P ), p(τ, y, q, P ), R(τ, y, q, P )) is unitary in the scalar product (13).
We have from eq.(13)

d
dτ
Wτ (y, q, P ) = d

dτ
(TτW )(y, q, P ) = (LTτW )(y, q, P )

= 1√
q2
(qµ ∂Wτ

∂yµ + Fµνqν
∂Wτ

∂qµ
+ fabcPap

µAb
µ
∂Wτ

∂Pc
), (14)

where the generator L of the semigroup Tτ = exp(τL) is the adjoint of L+

of eq.(10) in the Hilbert space L2(σdydqdP ) . The requirement of the τ -
independence of the probability distribution ( d

dτ
Φτ = 0) gives the kinetic equa-

tion in the laboratory time t . This is the same equation as the one which can
be derived by an elimination of τ in favor of t in the evolution equations (1)-(2).

Let us consider the equation (14) for functions W of particle trajectories
which is of the form

∂τW = (X + Z + Y )W ≡ (K + Y )W, (15)

where K = X + Z. In eq.(15) we have according to eq.(14)

X = pµ∂x
µ, (16)

Y = −Tr(QFµν(x)p
ν ∂
∂pµ , (17)

Z = −Tr
(

[Q, pµAµ(x)]
∂

∂Q

)

. (18)

Let
Y (s) = exp(−sK)Y exp(sK). (19)

Then, the solution of eq.(15) can be expressed as (an analog of the interaction
picture)

Wt = exp(tK)W I
t , (20)

where W I
t is a solution of the equation

∂sW
I
s = Y (s)W I

s . (21)

In order to calculate Y (s) we introduce the path-ordered exponential along a
curve γ starting from x

Uγy = P
(

exp(−
∫

Aµdγ
µ)
)

. (22)

with y as the endpoint of the curve. It is a solution of the equation

∂

∂yµ
Uγy = −Aµ(y)Uγy. (23)

Under the gauge transformation

Aµ → gAµg
−1 − g∂µg

−1
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we have Fµν(y) → g(y)Fµν(y)g(y)
−1 and

Uγy → g(y)Uγyg
−1(x)

In terms of the path ordered exponential the solution of eq.(3) is

Q(τ) = Up(τ)Q(0)U−1
p (τ), (24)

where Up(τ) = Uγy is calculated along the straight line in the direction p,i.e.,
γ(s) = x− ps with y = x− pτ .

We define the corresponding gauge covariant field strength transported along
the straight line [32][33]

F̂µν(p, x− ps) = Up(s)
−1Fµν(x− ps)Up(s). (25)

Under a gauge transformation

F̂µν(p, x− ps) → g(x)F̂µν(p, x− ps)g(x)−1 (26)

(here x is a fixed point, so the gauge rotation does not change with s). From
eqs.(17) and (19) (using the Hausdorf-Baker formula) we obtain

Y (s) = −Tr
(

Q(s)Fµν (x− sp)
)

pν( ∂
∂pµ

+ s ∂
∂xµ

) + sfabcQaA
b
ρQdF

σρ
d pσ

∂
∂Qc

+ o(s2)

= −Tr
(

Q(0)F̂µν(p, x− sp)
)

pν( ∂
∂pµ

+ s ∂
∂xµ

) + sfabcQaA
b
ρQdF

σρ
d pσ

∂
∂Qc

+ o(s2).

(27)
The terms linear in s as well as the o(s2) terms (higher orders in s) will be
irrelevant for the calculation of the diffusion performed in the next section.

The assumption that the field strength F is constructed from Aµis expressed
as the Bianchi identities

ǫµνσρDµFσρ = 0,

where DµFσρ = ∂µFσρ + [Aµ, Fσρ]. We consider random gluon fields as an
approximation to quantum fields. In general, correlation functions of gauge
fields being gauge dependent are not well-defined. We are going to define a
two-point correlation function of gauge covariant variables

F̂µν(γ, y) = U−1
γy Fµν(y)Uγy. (28)

F̂ satisfies the Bianchi identities with an ordinary derivative (instead of the
covariant one;this has been shown first in [32], see also [33])

ǫµνσρ∂µF̂σρ = 0 (29)

We treat the Wong equations (1)-(3) in a random Yang-Mills field as an
approximate description of the dynamics of quarks in quantum gauge theory
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at high temperature. Then, the expectation value of an observable O at the
inverse temperature β is defined as

〈O〉β = Tr
(

exp(−βwµP
µ)O

)

(30)

where Pµ is the generator of space-time translations and the four-vector wµ

(wµwµ = 1) describes the reference frame [37].
In QED (and perturbative QCD) the expectation value (30) leads to the

distribution n(p;w) of photons (gluons) according to the covariant Bose-Einstein
law

n(p;w) = (exp(βwνpν)− 1)−1 (31)

3 Diffusive motion in a random gauge field

The two-point correlation functions of gauge covariant variables F̂ (p, x − ps)
are covariant under transformations of the Poincare group (acting upon x,p and
w) and invariant under transformations of the (color) G symmetry. We assume
that the non-commutativity of quantum gauge fields can be neglected at high
temperature in the calculation of the correlation functions (this can be shown
in perturbation theory in the state (30)). Then, the symmetry properties with
respect to an exchange of indices together with the Bianchi identities (29) lead
to the representation ( the Bianchi identities in the form (29) allow to apply the
same methods for the two-point function as in the Abelian case of [36])

〈F̂ a
µν (p, x− ps))F̂ b

σρ(p, x− ps′)〉 ≡ δabGp
µν;σρ(p(s

′ − s); s, s′, w), (32)

where

Gp
µν;σρ(y; s, s

′, w)

=
∫

dkG̃(s, s′, k, p, w)(ηµσkνkρ − ηµρkνkρ + ηνρkσkµ − ηνσkµkρ) exp(iky).
(33)

G̃ is a Lorentz invariant function of k, p and w. Let us note that

Gp
µν;σρ(0; 0, 0, w) = ηµσTνρ − ηµρTνσ + ηνρTσµ − ηνσTµρ (34)

where

Tµν =

∫

dkG̃(0, 0, k, 0, w)kµkν = ρwµwν − πE(ηµν − wµwν) (35)

Eq.(35) gives a decomposition of the tensor Tµν in terms of ηµν and wµwν . If

G̃ is non-negative then ρ and πE must be non-negative. G̃ at s = s′ = 0 does
not depend on p because p can enter F only through the path starting in 0
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and ending in sp. Tµν is related to the expectation value (32) of the Yang-Mills
energy-momentum tensor. In order to see this let us calculate

−Tr〈FµρFνση
ρσ − 1

4
ηµνFσρF

σρ〉 = 2Tµν − 1
2
ηµνT

ρ
ρ (36)

We are going to approximate the evolution (15) by a diffusion in momentum
space. As follows from eqs.(1)-(3) such an evolution is covariant but not invari-
ant with respect to the gauge transformations. We show that the diffusion in
the momentum space can be defined in a gauge invariant way. The color also
evolves in time. However, this evolution is gauge-dependent. We give arguments
at the end of this section that if the color evolution is approximated by diffusion
then there is a gauge such that the color diffusion constant is equal to zero.

We apply the approach of Kubo [20]-[21] which approximates the random
Liouville operator on the rhs of eq.(10) by the expectation values of Y and its
square

〈W I
τ 〉 ≃ exp

(

∫ τ

0

ds〈Y (s)〉+ 1

2
〈(
∫ τ

0

dsỸ (s))2〉
)

W (37)

where
Ỹ = Y − 〈Y 〉 (38)

The second order term resulting from the square of Y reads ( we omit the terms
with the derivatives over the charges Q restricting ourselves to the diffusion in
momentum; we assume that the initial state W in eq.(15) does not depend on
Q)

limτ→0
1
τ2 〈(

∫ τ

0
Y (s)ds)2〉 = limτ→0

1
2τ2

∫ τ

0
ds

∫ τ

0
ds′〈Y (s)Y (s′) + Y (s′)Y (s)〉

= p−2Q2(ηµσTνρ − ηµρTνρ + ηνρTσµ − ηνσTµρ)p
ν∂µpρ∂σ ≡ −Aw.

(39)
Elementary calculations using eq.(34) give

Aw = −2πEQ
2∂µP

µν∂ν +Q2(ρ+ πE)p
−2((wp)2∂µ∂

µ − 2wpwµpρ∂µ∂ρ
+p2wµwρ∂µ∂ρ − w2pν∂ν − 2wpwν∂ν) ≡ ∂µα

µν∂ν ,
(40)

where
Pµν = ηµν − p−2pµpν

and Q2 ≡ TrQ2 = Qa(τ)Qa(τ) = Qa(0)Qa(0) is the square of the charge
(which is a constant according to eq.(7)). The term s∂x

µ of eq.(27) as well as
the remaining terms linear in s and o(s2) do not contribute to Aw.This is so
because it is of higher (third) order in τ . The limit in eq.(40) depends only on
G(0) corresponding to s = s′ = 0 because taking into account s in G would give
higher orders in τ . As a consequence the Tµν coefficients depend neither on x nor
on p because the dependence on p is always multiplied by s. According to Kubo
[20]-[21] the τ2 behavior at short time (small in comparison to the correlation
time τc) of the random evolution goes over to the linear behavior at long time
with the generator Aw multiplied by the correlation time τc of the gluon modes.
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In order to justify a replacement of the Liouville evolution (15) by the diffusion
(40) at an arbitrarily long time we have to apply the Markov approximation.
In such a case the dynamics is viewed as a composition of independent short
time evolutions starting anew after the correlation time τc (see the discussion in
Kubo [20]-[21] ). The rigorous proof [22] requires a proper scaling of fields and
the time in order to determine precisely the conditions required for the limiting
diffusive behavior.

We define the diffusion generator by the lowest order ( τ2) term in the expan-
sion (37) in proper time. We incorporate Kubo’s argument that this operator
multiplied by the correlation time generates a diffusion properly approximating
the random dynamics. In this way we are led to the following diffusion equation
for particles with a continuous mass spectrum ( by a certain abuse of nota-
tion we denote by W the expression which has the meaning of 〈W 〉 in random
dynamics of sec.2)

1
τc
∂τW = 1

τc
pµ∂x

µW + ∂µα
µν∂νW. (41)

The diffusion in the proper time originates from the relativistic dynamics in the
proper time. Then, the proper time has a well-defined meaning. This is the time
measured in the frame moving with the particle. However, if the particle motion
is random then this frame is random as well. Such a random frame is loosing
a physical meaning. For this reason we should express the kinetic transport in
terms of the coordinate (laboratory) time. The probability distribution evolves
according to the adjoint equation (10). The independence of the proper time
parametrization ( d

dτ
Φτ = 0) leading to the transport equation (12) is equivalent

to the replacement of the proper time by the physical time t in the kinetic
equation (12). We extend this requirement to the diffusion (41). In this way we
obtain the transport equation

1
τc
pµ∂x

µΩ = ∂µα
µν∂ν

= Q2∂µ

(

2πEP
µρ∂ρ − (ρ+ πE)p

−2((pw)2∂µ − (wp)(wµpρ + wρpµ)∂ρ + p2wµwρ∂ρ

)

Ω.

(42)
We have shown [36] that the positivity condition

aµaνα
µν ≥ 0 (43)

is satisfied under the condition

ρ ≥ πE ≥ 0. (44)

We can decompose the diffusion (42) into diffusions on the mass shell using
the formula

σ(p) =

∫

dm2σ(m2)δ(p2 −m2) (45)
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Then, at zero temperature (realized by setting πE + ρ = 0 in eq.(42)) we have

−
∫

dpσ(p)Φ∂µp
2Pµν∂νW =

∫

dpdm2σ(m2)δ(p2 −m2)Φ△m
HW (46)

where
△m

H = (δjlm2 + pjpl) ∂
∂pl

∂
∂pj + 3pl ∂

∂pl (47)

j, l = 1, 2, 3. and △m
H is the generator of the relativistic diffusion defined by

Schay[27] and Dudley [28].The relativistic invariance is fixing the diffusion co-
efficients in front of the δjl and pjpl terms which remained undetermined in [4]
and [15][16].

We did not discuss the charge evolution assuming that the initial state W

does not depend on the charge Q. We could apply the diffusion approximation
to the random charge evolution determined by the fluctuations of Aµ in eq.(3).
If we choose the coordinate gauge [38] yµAµ(x+ y) = 0 then

Aa
µ(x− ps) =

∫ 1

0

dλF a
µν (x− λsp)spν . (48)

The diffusion constant evaluated from 〈dQa

dτ
dQb

dτ ′
〉 (using eq.(3)) along the straight

line y = sp is zero. This calculation indicates that the color diffusion calculated
in [15]-[16] may be a spurious phenomenon.

The diffusion (42) determines the phase space distribution W. In terms of
W we can define a velocity of the fluid of diffusing particles and its energy-
momentum tensor. Such an approach leads to a hydrodynamic description [39]
resulting directly from QCD (in the Wong approximation).

4 Summary

We have formulated the problem of a transport theory of quark-gluon plasma
starting from quantum gauge theory at finite temperature in semiclassical ap-
proximation which is applicable at high temperature and low momenta. In this
approximation the quarks are treated as classical color particles and gauge fields
as classical random fields. In this paper we have shown that the diffusion in
momentum results from a model of a particle moving in a gauge field in the
same way as a non-relativistic diffusion results from an evolution in a random
electric and magnetic fields [18] [19]. The Wong equation has the gauge cou-
pling constant as the only parameter. Then, we derive the diffusion equation
which depends on two parameters ρ and πE which could be calculated from the
correlation functions in the Euclidean framework on the lattice (the diffusion
constant has been expressed by correlation functions of Wilson loops in finite
temperature QCD in an earlier paper [17]) . The diffusion equation could be
directly compared with experimental data ( see ref. [5]) or we could use it for
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some other approximations. We have in particular in mind the hydrodynamic
equations which could be derived from the diffusion equation. The parame-
ters entering the fluid equations could be expressed by the ones of the diffusion
equation.
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